IEEE Solder Station – A Great Success at
Fort Wayne Maker Faire 2014

Thanks for the volunteering of Davis Momoh, Guoping Wang, Dave Peterson, Tomas Pasche, Tuyen Le, Anyi Liu, Keith Hood, and especially Kevin VanZuilen, “IEEE How to Solder Workshop” at Fort Wayne Maker Faire has achieved great success. It helps to promote Fort IEEE Wayne section and IEEE Society, and recruit potential new IEEE members.

Around 112 people stopped and visited our booth, learning how to solder. Many more of course passed by and saw us. We helped them build a minimum of 40 Maker Badges with flashing LEDs, plus several kits we had on hand. Most visits included an adult and 1-2 young people. This year the majority of the young people were girls. Up to five soldering irons were in use at the same time during several busy periods on both days.